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SMART SOLUTION FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROLED LOGISTICS



What we would like to offer
Best in class passive thermocontainer with up to 240 hours independent run time. Shipper 
sizes with internal volume from 2 to 1000+ liters

Smart Sensors and hubs

Various temp regimes +2..+8 C, +15..+25 C, -20 C, -70 C. Perfect for use in extreme hot 
weather

5-10 ten times cheaper than competition with similar characteristics (va-Q-tec, Skycell, 
Envirotainer, Peli BioThermal)

BIOCARD SaaS Platform

Smart Container

Records for 2 months temperature, battery, signal, motion, light. Can add additional sensors 
on demand, i.e. humidity, pressure..

Battery supports 2 years of operations, does not need charging

Easy to use – no need to program or start / stop devices each time

Web, iOS and Android apps

Data analytics for temperature failure risk control and prediction

No need to open packaging to get the readings at a range of 150+ meters

Possibility for integration with TMS, WMS through API

Easy to deploy and customize

We make the most difficult 
temperature deliveries easy! 



Packaging

Description and advantages:
SafePack is a simple to use, fast to pack, affordable and durable packaging solution
represented in sizes from 2 liters to pallet sized shippers:
SP2, SP9, SP20, SP32, SP50, SP80, pallet size, XL (one cubic m internal volume)

Curently undergoing process of registration with the World Health Organiztion (WHO).
Registered solutions as a medical devices

On average our shippers will be 30% faster to pack. We put a lot of practice and time to
get perfect solution for our own delivery service

Can support temperature of up to 240 hours. Average lead time for the whole line of
shippers is 96 hours. We have solutions for the following t ranges:
+2 .. + 8 +15.. + 25 -20 -70 , custom solution on request

Perfect for long air, ground transport or short inter city transits. Can be used as a single
use solution with the use of carton or as a more durable multi use plastic option



Packaging

Description and advantages:
Made of plastic or carton, PPU foam and PCM’s with organic oils and alkanes.
Phase Change Materials used are some of the best in class in thermal
capacity. On average PCM solution will outperform water based thermal
elements 3-4 times depending on temperature

It’s a product that is being used for thousands of deliveries every month,
actively used for almost 10 years, approved for use by some of the biggest
names in pharmaceutical industry: Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson, Bayer, Sanofi,
Novo Nordisk, DHL, Marken, actively used for more than 30% of all clinical
trials in CIS countries (possibly some of the most demanding temperature
deliveries)

Perfect solution for pharmaceutical industry and food retail
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Features:
Smart sensors and Smart shipper boxes is integral part of SafePack eco system

SafePack sensors use BLE technology and send information up to 150 meters in direct view from packaging. 
One can get readings from all the shipper boxes without opening them at every stage of delivery process

Up to 30% of all temperature deliveries happen during initial loading process. SafePack technology tells you 
exactly, if the box is ready to ship or, if the products is too warm. Courier will immediately see temperature 
deviation and alarm start to sound

At every stage of the multi modal delivery any agent with access to smart phone and internet can download 
SafePack software and send a temperature reading for additional control

BIOCARD is a medical courier that sends at least 5000 shippers every month with 
0,2% temperature excursions rate. This achievement is largely due to the work of our eco 
system. The system is very simple and limits human interaction to a minimum. You do not need 
to start or stop temperature logger, you do not need to program temperature profiles. 
Everything is done by software, the logger is always on and ready to use

SafePack loggers are perfect to organize pick up, courier does not need to activate sensor 

SafePack sensor records data for 2 months and than starts to record new data on 
top of existing one. Sensor records: temperature, battery, signal, motion and 
light.
* Motion is used to detect damage, if the package was dropped
* Light indicates, if the shipment was opened during transit

Our development team can add more sensors and user scenarios, if required

Smart sensors SafePack



Software
Features:

Available for Web, iOS and Android

Read sensor data online with the use of mobile app or 
generate pdf report and send it via email, messenger app or 
save data to a web SafePack application

Access is protected by login password (double verification is 
possible)

Training or project specific materials can be added to a 
separate section of application

Multi language option is possible

As developers we constantly add new feature and new 
hardware options, so as to suit particular needs of our clients

Our team also developed mobile applications for clients and 
couriers. But they can be considered as part of the deeper 
integration process requiring TMS and WMS systems. Can 
provide user cases on request 
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What is unique about this product:
gest shipper 

that we currently have on stock

Essentially, Envirotainer, Skycell and va-Q-tec. For the price of 1-2 days rental of 
Envirotainer you get a complete solution with temperature logger, which you can ship one way and dispose off. Do not need to 
pay for the return of the equipment. If you rent Envirotainer most likely you end up paying 7 days rental at $500 a day and than 
pay for return air delivery for empty boxes

Based on validation tests that we have it will support temperature for 5+ days

1070 liters of useful internal volume. All temperature ranges. Very light, one person can move it. Sensors can be already inbuilt 
within shipper

SafePack XL



Covid vaccines deliveries

Covid Vaccines transportation via air and ground freight transport:

Packaging was used in 80% of all cases of deliveries of Sputnik V vaccines internal and large export
projects to numerous locations in Middle East, Africa, Latin America, Europe

Zero temperature excursions, more than 100 mn vaccines shipped. Due to SafePack solutions in CIS
we managed to achieve price of less than 10 cents per one dose of vaccine with 92 countries
average of 1.2 USD. Roughly 10 times cheaper

Was successfully used for shipments of Covid vaccines to UAE to Dubai Airport and local delivery



If you have additional questions, please use the 
following contacts:

Oleg Baykov
ob@biocard.com
+7 925 506 93 89
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